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Abstract— The evolution of Wireless Sensor networks (WSNs)
is a demandable, efficient and emerging area of Computer
Science Engineering which has been currently employed in
various field of engineering particularly in communication
system to make it effective and reliable. For successful
application of WSN it is important to maintain the basic security
level, both from external and internal attacks else entire network
may collapse. In the field of WSNs, if the sensed patterns that
significantly deviate from the normal pattern are considered as
outlier. The possible source of outlier includes noise, errors,
events and malicious attack on the network. WSNs are more
likely to generate outlier due to their special characteristics like
constrained available with the resources causing frequent
physical failure and harsh deployment area. In this paper we
have investigated and experimented different outlier attack in
WSN and how these attacks are efficiently detected and rectified.
The usual outlier detection techniques are not directly applicable
to wireless sensor network due to the nature of sensed data,
specific requirements and limitations of the WSNs. Our
proposed method will train and test data set for detection as well
as rectification of outlier due the malicious attack and identify the
affected sensor nodes in a largely deployed cluster based wireless
sensor network under a common outlier detection framework
which is designed by some well specified supervised learning and
classification based data mining technique.
Index Terms— Classifier, Cluster, Machine learning, Outlier,
Outlier detection and rectification and Wireless Sensor Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS sensor networks are potentially one of the
most important technologies ever made. Recent
advancement in wireless communications and
electronics has enabled the development of low-cost, lowpower, multifunctional miniature devices for use in remote
sensing applications. A sensor network is composed of a large
number of sensor nodes which consist of sensing, data
processing and communication capabilities.
Sensor networks are predominantly data centric rather than
address-centric. So sensed data are directed to an area
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containing a cluster of sensors rather than particular sensor
addresses. Aggregation of data from cluster increases the level
of accuracy, network scalability, robustness, efficient resource
utilization on the other hand reduces data redundancy and
power consumption. In the uncontrolled environments with
dynamic topology there is always a chance at any instance any
sensing node of the network become a victim of malicious
attack and a major source of outlier for the entire network.
Outlier, also known as anomaly, originally stems from the
field of statistics. In WSNs, outliers can be defined as, “those
measurements that significantly deviate from the normal
pattern of sensed data”. Potential sources of outliers in data
collected by WSNs include noise, errors, events and malicious
attacks.
Outliers in WSNs can be analyzed and identified at different
nodes in the network. Depending on the scope of data used for
outlier detection, outlier may be either local or global. Local
outliers are identified at individual sensor nodes. For
detection, nodes should identifies the anomalous values only
depending on its historical values or the alternative is that in
addition to its own historical readings each sensor node
collects readings of its neighboring nodes to collaboratively
identify the anomalous values on the other hand the
identification of global outliers can be performed at different
levels in the network [5]. The sort of outliers caused by
malicious attacks is very much harmful and concerned with
the issue of wireless network security. So outlier due to these
attacks should be detected and rectified before user access
which is the main scope of our work and we will describe it
through out this paper.
Section II, deals with the different types of malicious attacks
that create outlier in WSN. We presented related works so far
in section III. In section IV we have proposed and
implemented successfully the rule based classifier method for
detection and rectification of outlier in a cluster based wireless
sensor network. By using this method we observe it is very
easy to detect and rectify the outlier and the method can be
used in practical applications of WSN. The experimental
outcome of our proposed method is shown in section V. The
conclusion and future scope of our work is reflected in section
VI and VII respectively.
II. DIFFERENT MALICIOUS ATTACK IN WSN
One of the major challenges wireless sensor networks face
today is security. While the deployment of sensor nodes in an
unattended environment makes the networks vulnerable to a
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variety of potential attacks, the inherent power and memory
limitations of sensor nodes makes conventional security
solutions unfeasible. To achieve a secure system, security
must be integrated into every component, since components
designed without security can become a point of attack. The
networked nature of large, ad-hoc, wireless sensor networks
raises new threats and significant challenges in designing
security schemes and five of the most pronounced challenges
in Wireless Sensor Networks are in [11].
Attacks on the network system or network can be broadly
classified as interruption, interception, modification and
fabrication [12]. Security attacks in WSN can be classified
into two major categories according to the interruption of
communication act, namely Passive attacks and Active attacks
[11]. The monitoring and listening of the communication
channel by unauthorized attackers are known as passive
attack.
TABLE I
TYPICAL THREATS IN WSN
Threat

Layer

Defense Mechanism
Spread spectrum , Lower
duty cycle, Tamper proof,
key management scheme.

Jamming
Physical
Tampering

Exhausting

Rate limitation
Link

Collision

Error correcting code

Route
information
manipulating

Authentication
Encryption
Redundancy Probing

Selective
forwarding

Authentication

Sybil
Network
Sink hole

Authentication,
Monitoring, Redundancy

Warm hole

Flexible Routing,
Monitoring

Hello flood

Two way authentication,
Three way handshaking.

Flooding

Transport

Clone Attack

Application

Limiting connection
number, Client puzzle
Unique pair wise key
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most cryptographic materials in sensor networks, while an
inside attacker may have partial key materials and the trust of
other sensor nodes. Inside attacks are much harder to detect
and defend .Typical attack and layer wise defence mechanisms
in WSNs are summarized as in TABLE I [16].
III. RELATED WORK
Studding security threats as a main source of outlier in
WSNs is a broad area. As compared to wired, in wireless
networks it is a major challenging work. A detail description
of WSNs architecture, applications, key design challenges,
sensor network deployment, different localization algorithms,
WSN characteristics, medium-access and sleep scheduling
algorithms, energy efficiency and robust routing protocols,
data centric wireless networking, different security mechanism
are given by Bhaskar Krishnamachari in [3]. A volume of
content about present status in sensor network security and
research issues is presented by Perrig, J. Stankovic, and D.
Wagner al, in [1]. Some of the security framework concerns
with flexible routing, safe communication, and electronic and
physical node destructions. The Sybil attack was given in [17],
Newsome et.al, it shows several variants in data
aggregation, misbehavior and voting for cluster head. They
have given effective security mechanisms against these
different attacks for variants. Hu et al. examine the wormhole
attack and suggest packet leashes to prevent an attacker from
maliciously passageway packets to different areas in a WSN
given [14]. Out of these attacks Sybil attack [8] and the
wormhole attack [15] are very harm in nature. In [10] and [9]
had discussed about two security protocols, SNEP and
µTESLA. In [7], Karlof and Wagner, review on sensor
network routing protocol weakness and defense technique
against several electronic attacks these protocols indemnify
data discretion, authentication, purity and authenticated
broadcast in severely resource constrained background like
WSNs. Their model provide defense to sybil, wormhole,
eavesdrop attack [1], spoof, respond and message modify
attacks [18].
Attackers do traffic examination for determining locations
while transmitting messages to the base station is discussed in
[9]. In [9], J. Deng et al. have discussed for the protection of
the base station from different attacks. Protection from Denialof-service (DoS) attacks is a key challenge for researchers in
WSNs. Wood and Stankovic study the attacks at different
protocol layers in the network [2]. Where they have designed a
time factors constraint which reduces network defenselessness
to DoS attacks. In [9], A. D. Wood et al. have discussed about
the radio frequency jamming DoS attack and presented a
method to route around the jammed area of the network.
IV. THE RULE BASED CLASSIFIER METHOD

The Attacks against privacy is passive in nature, a passive
attack it is said that the attack obtain data exchanged in the
network without interrupting the communication. The
unauthorized attackers monitors, listens to and modifies the
data stream in the communication channel are known as active
attack [13]. Again Network threats can also be classified into
outside and inside treats. An outside attacker has no access to

In a classification problem, we typically have historical data
i.e., labeled examples and unlabeled examples. Each labeled
example consists of multiple predictor attributes and one
target attribute (dependent variable). The value of the target
attribute is a class label. The unlabeled examples consist of the
predictor attributes only. The goal of classification is to
construct a framework using the historical data that accurately
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predicts the label (i.e., class) of the unlabeled examples. A
classification task begins with build data also know as training
data for which the target values or class assignments are
known. Data with known target values, to compare the
predictions to the known answers such data is called test data.
The application of a classifier to the new data is called scoring
the data.
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Naive Bayes algorithm used for binary and multi class
classification. Naive Bayes makes prediction using Baye’s
theorem which derives a prediction from the underlying
evidence. It tell that if A and B are two events probability of
event A occurring given that event B has occurred is equal to
the probability of event B occurring given that event A has
occurred multiplied with probability of event A occurring and
divided by the probability of event B occurring.

A. Bayesian Approach
We used Bayesian approach that is Naive Bayesian
Algorithm for rule based classification of outlier for detection
and rectification. Bayesian logic is applied to decision making
and inferential statistics that deals with probability inference
using the knowledge of prior events to predict future events.
The essence of the Bayesian approach is to provide a
mathematical rule explaining how you should change your
existing beliefs in the light of new evidence.

Mathematically,
" #|$  " $|# " #  / " $
"%&' # ()*+ $  "%&' $ +, # - "%&' #/"%&' $
Here, each attribute is conditionally independent of other.
Given a particular value of the target the distribution of each
predictor is independent of other.
C. Outlier Detection and Rectification

B. Naive Bayesian Algorithm
This is a well established Bayesian method primarily
formulated for performing classification task. Given a set of
object each of which belong to a known class and each of
which has known vector of variables ,our aim is to construct a
rule which will allow us to assign future objects to a class, by
only the given vectors of variable describing the future object.
Problem of this kind is called supervised classification. The
naive Bayes method is easy to construct and may be readily
applied to huge data set. This method is usually robust and
does quite well.
For understanding the algorithm, let us consider [20] that
there are two classes, labeled    0,1. Aim is to use the
initial set of object with known class membership also called
the training set to construct a score such that larger score is
associated with class 1 object and smaller score with class 0
objects. Classification is then achieved by comparing this
score with a threshold value . If we define |  to be the
probability that an object with measurement vector 
function of
| 
,  , … . . ,   then any monotonic
would make a suitable score . In particular the ratio 1| /
0| 
would be
suitable. According to elementary
probability |  can be decomposed as  |  , where
 | is the conditional distribution of
for class  objects
and  is the probability that an object will belong to class
 if we know nothing further about it.
Therefore,
 |
 |

=

 | 

 | 

To understand the above classification we need to
calculate the  | and  . To estimate the  | the
naive Bayes method assumes that the components of x are
independent,


       
 

Where, ! = 1, . . . ,

and   0,1

Outlier detection is an important part of computer security.
It provides an additional layer of defense against computer is
use after physical, authentication and access control. Outlier
detection is used in the networks by comparing the set of
baselines of the system with the present behavior of the
system. Thus, a basic assumption is that the normal and
abnormal behavior of the system can be characterized. Outlier
detection describes the abnormal patterns of behavior, where
abnormal patterns are defined beforehand. Fig. 1 shows the
clustered based wireless sensor network architecture
consisting of sensor nodes and cluster heads. All cluster heads
gather the sense data send to the sink or base station. It is a
two-tier hierarchical cluster topology [3].
The deployment of nodes with this topology make it easy
for the multiple nodes of their local region to report to cluster
head and in the heterogeneous settings of the network the
cluster-head nodes seems to be more powerful in terms of
computation and communication. Main advantage of this twotier hierarchical cluster based approach is that it decomposes a
large network into separate zones within which data
processing and aggregation can be carried out locally. Data
reach a cluster head they would then be routed through the
second tier network formed by cluster-heads to another
cluster-head or a gateway. Second tier network may utilize a
higher bandwidth radio or it could even be a wired network.
This topology consists of two types of sensor nodes:
(1) Forwarding nodes or simple sensor nodes which sense the
activity and ability to send it to the base station.
(2) Cluster head (CH) or simple data gathering point node,
where all sensed data from the nodes are collected. As shown
in Fig. 1, we have three clusters. Each cluster selects a cluster
head which is responsible for collection of data from the
sensor nodes of their zone and send to base station (BS) or
sink. A clustering [6] based routing protocol called the Base
station Controlled Dynamic Clustering Protocol (BCDCP) [7],
[18], which distributes the energy dissipation evenly among all
sensor nodes to improve network lifetime and average energy
savings with the use of a high energy base station to set up
cluster, cluster heads selection, cluster head to cluster head
(CH-to-CH) routing path formation, schedule creation for each
cluster and achieve other energy rigorous tasks. United Voting
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Fig. 1: A two-tier hierarchical three cluster based wireless sensor network
architecture

Dynamic Cluster (UVDC) routing algorithm based on
lingering of energy which periodically select cluster head
according to residual energy among the nodes located in the
event area in wireless sensor networks [19].
Our work is purely based on rule based classification
method to detect and rectify the outlier patterns in the sensor
nodes of the respective clusters. This rule based method can
handle the security problem related to attack in cluster based
wireless sensor network. Here in this method we use
distributed data mining, machine learning and rule based
classifier for providing solution against wireless sensor
network. In wireless sensor network, initially, sensor nodes
sense the action, and then report to their corresponding cluster
head. All information is processed at cluster heads. Then,
cluster heads send sensed data file to base station.
While gathering data file at cluster head, it may collect some
erroneous data, or it is possible that some sensor nodes may
send wrong information to CH. These data is causes outlier. In
Fig. 2 we have integrated our method for rule based
classification of outlier in the cluster based wireless sensor
network. Fig. 3 deals with the skeletal structure of our
proposed method. Before sending data file to base station
cluster heads need to detect or remove the outlier. In the data
file, we will detect the abnormal event information. For that

CH2

USER
Base
Station

CH1

CH3

WAN

Rule Based
Classifier

Fig 2: The Rule based outlier detection and rectification method is embedded
in the cluster based wireless sensor network

Fig. 3: Skeletal structure of our proposed method, here we have given the
architecture of one CH, Similarly all CHs have their own method.

we have to execute our classifier based outlier detection and
rectification method in-between cluster head and base station.
Cluster heads ensures all outliers present in the data to be
removed before it sends to base station.
In this scenario, each cluster head have its classifier for
training the data. At first the information of all sensor nodes
for a cluster has taken as processed file from a cluster head
(CH). The file is then processed using rule based data set, if all
processed trained data and processed test data are normal then
it will pass the file to base station otherwise the data is
abnormal and the file is not to be sent to the base station. We
then apply naive Bayesian classifier to find the average value
of outlier patterns from the abnormal data set, we have taken a
threshold value for abnormal behavior of data collected.
If the average value of the outliers are more than the
threshold then it signifies that majority of the sensor nodes
with in that cluster is unhealthy, hence instead of forwarding
these unhealthy data to the user via base station it will be
stored as output file and if average value is less than the
threshold then the rectifier module of our method will repair
and rectify them to become normal data to be send to base
station for user access via Internet which signifies that some
the sensors not all in that particular cluster are creating outlier
patterns. In each time the number of outliers detected, rectified
and either stored as output file or sent to the base station. This
process will continue until all outliers are detected for the data
coming from all the cluster heads.
By implementing our method if an abnormal node sends any
erroneous data to CH, the classifier finds out the abnormal
nodes and, if an abnormal node is detected, either it will filter
the individual node from the global networks or repair and
rectify the erroneous data. The proposed LAS Algorithm
illustrates how our method works.
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D. LAS Algorithm
Input: n data files from n clusters.
Output: Number of outlier files for rectification and discard
in percentage.
1. ./01234_ 630370289 :9;/0: 9 =>0> ?213@
2. A
3. B:  C , 4 D C, = D C, ;_8/0, 0E D FF;
4. ?84 2 H C 08 9 =>0> ?213@ 
5. A
6. 43>= 20E =>0> @30 ?213 ?48I 20E 71/@034 E3>=;
7. 03I;JBK  L>2M3_N>O3@2>9 20E =>0> ?213
8. 2? 03I;JBK 2@ >9 8/01234
9. A
10. B:  B P C;
11. ;_8/0 D ;347390>Q3 % 8? 8/01234
12. 2? ;_8/0 S 0E
13. A
14. 4 P P;
15. 43702?234 03I;JBK;
16. T
17. 31@3
18. A
19. =2@J=K:  ;_8/0
20. = P P;
21. 430/49 =2@J=K >@ 8/0;/0 ?213;
22. T
23. }
24. }
25. }
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for user access. In Line No. 21 we are display these outlier
files as output file.
The percentage of outlier is calculated as:
"*%Y*+ (* & &\ Z*% Z*
& Z +&. & &\ Z*% 100

& Z +&. & %Y* , 
The Time complexity of the above algorithm is O(n) as
execution occurs for n data files with the help of for loop as a
key operation .
V. EXPERIMENTAL OUTCOME
The simulation was based on the sensor network running
NS2 (version 2.34) in ubuntu10.10 platform. We used 300
sensor nodes, three clusters. Each cluster head was elected
using united voting dynamic cluster routing algorithm based
on lingering energy in wireless sensor networks. All sensor
nodes are constant bit rate transport protocol; we used Ad hoc
On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) as routing protocol.
The movement of all sensor nodes was randomly generated
oven a 1100m ×1100m field, with a maximum speed of 75m/s
and an average pause of 10ms. Each simulation runs for a time
period of 10,000 simulation seconds. We run this simulation
for three types of malicious attacks. Using our method we
calculate the percentage of outlier detected and percentage of
outlier need rectification for respective cluster. The result was
shown in Table II and Fig. 4.

E. Analysis
The LAS Algorithm takes as + numbers of processed
data files. Each file is independent for each Cluster Head .
In Line No. 3 we have taken 5 variable ! ,r, d, p_out, th and j,
r, d initialized to 1 respectively, th is initialized to 99 as
threshold value. In Line No. 4 for processing + data files we
have taken for loop with a range of value for variable
  A1, . . . . , +T. This loop will successfully executed for all +
data files for + Clusters Head’s of + clusters. Line no 6 will
read  UV data set file as many times the loop will be executed.
Line No. 7 will call the W)* $X*+ YZ*% program
to train the classifier for detection of outlier for  UV data file
from  UV Cluster Head , after this the result(i.e. average value
of the outlier) stored in a test file that is here in the form of
temp array *[ J!K. In Line No. 8 the test file *[ J!K is
tested with the classifier model ,if the test file from  UV cluster
is outlier
then in Line No. 10 the counter ! will be
incremented, in Line No. 11 the percentage of outlier will be
calculated and value stored in _&\ . In LineNo.12 the
percentage calculated in the Line No. 11 is compared with the
threshold value ] with a conditional code .if _out is less
than th then increment the counter % in Line No. 14. In Line
No. 15 we call the rectidier  module and pass the value that
we got in Line No. 7. In Line No. 17 else (i.e., p_out is
greater than ]  will be executed, then in Line No. 19 store
_&\ in ,J,K and in Line No.20 increment the counter ,
which tells that these no. of files can not be rectified with the
rectifier hence these data file can to be send to the base station

TABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF OUTLIER DETECTED AND RECTIFIED

Types of attack
Percentage (%)
of detection rate
CH2

Hello
flood
98.14

Sybil
98.19

Sink
hole
99.00

CH3

99.45

98.30

99.76

Avg.

Rectify

98.44

Yes

99.17

No

Fig. 4: Percentage of outlier detected and need to be rectified for CH2 and
CH3 respectively
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed and implemented
successfully the classifier based outlier detection and
rectification method. We have used the Naive Bayesian
technique as well as a rectifier module to detect and rectify
the outlier files and each time send healthy and non erroneous
data files to the user through the base station. Throughout the
work the simulation result shows the success stories our
proposed method for detecting and rectifying outlier patterns
in a well clustered wireless sensor network. Here in our
experiment we have taken the threshold value as 99%, the
average value of all three class of outlier files for all two
cluster heads compared with the threshold value. As per the
LAS Algorithm flexibility is given if average value can not
reach the threshold value then rectification of outlier is
allowed other wise store as unhealed output data file. In our
experiment CH2 with avg. value 98.44 need rectifications on
the contrary CH3 with avg. value 99.17 shows a highest level
of outlier hence stored as output file. To achieve accuracy we
apply the classifier to a perfect training set of data with known
classification.

[4]
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE
As a future work the functionality of the LAS method can
be upgraded by detecting the affected Clusters with different
outliers as well as the affected individual nodes can be
identified , for this we have to make little change to the
architecture of every individual sensor node i.e., Each sensor
node may have a series of flag bit with possible values 1/0 for
particular outlier or malicious attack. If the data set file
containing outlier information from a particular cluster then by
training and manipulating the data with the reference or pre
processed data we can able to track the malicious vulnerable
nodes and healthy nodes under a affected cluster as well as
we can calculate which node is how much percentage affected
with which outlier. But the constrained is consumption of
more energy, more memory requirement and powerful cluster
heads. Efficient optimization of these constraints can be very
helpful for the future work. Other direction of the future work
will be optimization of the rectifier module for different class
of outlier.
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